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By Laura Wheeler and Mels de Zeeuw
2
Motivation for Research
PEV – Plug-in Electric Vehicles
• BEVs – Battery-only propulsion
• PHEV – may have a backup combustion 
engine, as well as a battery power source
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Define Electric Vehicles
4
These…
5
And in some 
cases this…
And this…
6
But not that…
7
Distribution of PEVs across 
States, 2013-2014
8
PEV Registrations by State per 
1,000 population, 2013-2014
9
Federal & State Electric 
Vehicles Incentives
• Up to $7,500 federal incentive
• State Financial Incentives –
income tax credits, sales tax 
exemptions
• HOV access
• Discount on electricity usage
• Emission testing exemption
• Parking fee exemptions
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State Electric Vehicle Incentives, 
2013-2014
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Previous Studies
• Sierzchula, Bakker, Maat, van Wee (2014)
• Gallagher and Muehlegger (2011)
• Diamond (2009)
• Chandra, Gulati, and Kandlikar (2010)
National –
BEVs/PHEVs = f(tax incentive, personal 
income, population, liberal voters, 
commuting distance, HOV exemption, 
gasoline prices, electricity prices)
GA County –
BEVs = f(personal income, population, 
liberal voters, commuting distance, 
population density, gasoline prices)
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Models
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Data Sources
• Alternative Fuels Data Center
• National Auto Dealers Association 
• GA Department of Revenue
• Gallup State of the States
• Bureau of Economic Analysis 
• Census Bureau
• Federal Highway Administration 
• Energy Information Administration
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County Model – GA BEVs
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County Model – GA BEVs
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County Model – GA BEVs
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County Model – GA BEVs
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Thank You.
This work is preliminary.  Please do not 
cite with contacting the authors.
Laura Wheeler
lwheeler2@gsu.edu
